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During the WG2 meeting #43, DPRK ad hoc group consisting of experts from relevant national 

bodies was organized to address the issues, primarily raised by the US asking for removal of DPRK 

compatibility characters from FA70 to FAE9 as part of FPDAM ballot comments. 

 

This is a summary report from the DPRK compatibility characters ad hoc group. 

 

1. Errors in FPDAM code table containing 122 DPRK compatibility characters 
The group reviewed the document from the contributing editor and confirmed that the corrected 

code table for DPRK compatibility characters in WG2N2540 is exactly what is intended and 

should have been used for FPDAM.  Those errors in FPDAM code table were introduced during 

editing process and it doesn’t mean the original input from DPRK was unstable. 

 

2. Categorization of Comments 
The group reviewed 23 characters according to WG2N2566 and 2 characters in US comment (T.8) 

and found two of them are just a mere mistake in WG2N2566.  

As a result of our discussion on the rest of 23 characters, the group addressed four categories of 

issues regarding these characters. 

 

Type-1:  Considering the nature of compatibility characters being used solely for round-trip 

mapping, we should make use of assigned code positions for compatibility characters of one 

national standard source for those compatibility characters from another national standard as long 
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as the same unified counter part is shared and there’s no confusion for the intended shape. 

 

Type-2:  Even if the same shape of a proposed compatibility character happens to be found in 

existing CJK unified repertoire and its extensions, in principle we should not use the code position 

in the unified repertoire, or otherwise the normalization information between the intended variant 

and the unified counter part will be lost. 

 

Type-3:  If we find the unifiable shape of a proposed compatibility character in CJK Ext-C 

candidates and if the Ext-C candidate is considered a new character in terms of unification 

procedure adopted by the IRG, then the same character should not be encoded as a compatibility 

character. 

 

Type-4:  If a proposed compatibility character is considered a new character in terms of 

unification procedure adopted by the IRG and it does not appear in the Ext-C candidates, then the 

character should be proposed as an Ext-C candidate and should not be encoded as a compatibility 

character. 

 

3. Recommendation from the Ad hoc Group 
Based on the discussion according to four categories described above, the group recommends 

removing 15 characters from the original proposal for encoding 122 DPRK compatibility 

characters and encode the rest of 107 DPRK compatibility characters in 10646-1 Amendment 2. 

 

The list of 15 characters for removal is as follows: 
Code positions in 
WG2N2540 

KP code Category 

FA7C KP1-3A92 Type-1 
FA88 KP1-42C8 Type-1 
FA8C KP1-43C1 Type-1 
FA8D KP1-43D2 Type-1 
FA93 KP1-45D5 Type-1 
FA9C KP1-4B5D Type-1 
FAA5 KP1-54B7 Type-1 
FAB7 KP1-639A Type-1 
FABC KP1-6725 Type-1 
FAD1 KP1-8054 Type-1 
FAD2 KP1-80AD Type-1 
FAE1 KP1-57D0 Type-1 
FAE6 KP1-78AC Type-1 
FA90 KP1-441D Type-4 
FA9F KP1-510B Type-4 

 



More detail information about characters discussed by the ad hoc group is attached in this document. 



Attachment 
 

Total # of characters reviewed: 25 

 

WG2N2566 errors: 2 

FA96, FA7E 

 

C1 candidates: 8 

1. Existing C1candidates should be unified: 6 

The following six characters were claimed to be unified to Ext-C candidates.  Ext-C is now 

under extensive review and the group considered that the corresponding Ext-C candidate 

characters are suspicious to be remained in the final Ext-C set.  The group hence 

recommends to keep these six characters in DPRK compatibility ideographs. 

(There were no Type-3 characters and therefore all 6 characters should remain in the 

compatibility character proposal.) 

 

FABB, FA9B, FA86, FAB3, FAAD, FA8A 

 

2. New character proposal (Type-4): 2 

The following two characters were claimed to be rather unified ideographs than compatibility 

ideographs.  The group recognized that there two characters are more appropriate as 

candidates for unified ideographs and recommends to remove from DPRK compatibility 

ideographs. 

 

FA90, FA9F 

 

Ext-B character: 1 

The character FA7D was claimed to be unified with U+20F96.  The group considered that, per 

the unification rule for CJK unified ideogrpahs, suggested unification of FA7D and 20F96 is 

inappropriate.  The group recommends to keep it in DPRK compatibility. 

 

FA7D should not be mapped to U+20F96 (Type-2) 

 

Map to plane 2 compatibility characters (Type-1): 13 

The following 13 characters were claimed to be same as those in (pre-existing) compatibility 

ideographs.  The group recognized that each of the following characters is appropriate to be 



mapped to its corresponding compatibility ideograph in plane 2 and recommends to remove from 

DPRK compatibility ideographs. 

 

FA7C, FA88, FA8C, FA8D, FA93, FA9C, FAA5, FAB7, FABC, FAD1, FAD2, FAE1, FAE6 

 

Compatibility character as in the original proposal: 1 

The following character was claimed to be considered as a candidate for a future extension work 

of unified ideographs since it cannot be unified with any of existing unified ideographs.  The 

group considered that the following character is to be unified with 233D5 per the unification rule, 

if it is proposed as a unified ideograph candidate.  The group hence recommends to keep the 

following character in DPRK compatibility ideographs. 

 

FADF 

 

Character by character analyses follow: 

 

WG2N2566 errors: 2 

FA96 U+6452 = U+2F8BA 

Resolution: WG2N2566 indicates that U+2F8BA is a possible candidate for mapping from 

KP1-46F9, but they don’t share the same unified counter part. 

 

(->U+62FC) 

 

FA7E U+585A => U+585C 

Resolution: WG2N2566 indicates the unified counter part of FA7E should be U+585C, but 

apparently this is a false alarm. 

 



 

 
 

Existing C1 candidates: 6 

FABB EXT. C2, p 423, No. 16482:  

Resolution: according to Annex S, this C1 candidate should be unified with U+7DF4 

 

 
FA9B EXT. C2, p.216, No. 10760: 

Resolution: the C1 candidate should be unified to U+6756, and add this example to the IRG’s 

standing document on unification examples.. 

 

 
 

FA86 EXT. C2, p. 223 NO. 8662 

Resolution: the C1 candidate should be unified to U+5F69, and add this example to the IRG’s 

standing document on unification examples. 

 



 

 
 

FAB3 EXT. C2, p. 377 NO. 14673 

Resolution: according to Annex S, this C1 candidate should be unified with U+774A 

 

 

 
FAAD EXT. C2, p. 66 NO. 2568:  

Resolution: the pair are already unified. IRG should follow up to make sure this one is to be 

removed from C1 candidate. 

 

 
 

FA8A EXT. C2: pick one of NO.9007,9025 or 9026 

Resolution: the C1 candidates should have unified counter parts, and KP1-437E should not proposed 

as an Ext-C candidate. 



 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

Ext-B character: 1 

FA7D U+5668 = U+20F96 

Resolution: This is Type-2. KP1-3AA3 should not be mapped to U+20F96. 

 

    
 

 

Map to plane 2 compatibility characters (Type-1): 13 

FAA5 U+7070 = U+2F835 



 

 
 

FA7C U+5606 = U+2F84C 

 

 

 

FA88 U+6081 = U+2F8A0 

 

 

 

FA8D U+614C = U+2F8A7 

 

 

 

FA93 U+6350 = U+2F8B7 

 



 

 

FA9C U+6852 = U+2F8E1 

 

 

 

FAE1 U+24735 = U+2F926 

 

   

FAB7 U+7AEE = U+2F95F 

 

 

 

FABC U+7D63 = U+2F96C 

 



 

 

FAE6 U+27CA8 = U+2F9D3: 

 

       
 

FAD1 U+92D7 = U+2F9E8 

 

 

 

 

 

FAD2 U+927C = U+2F9EA 

 

 

 

FA8C 

 



  

 

 

New character proposal (Type-4): 2 

FA9F != U+6C9B 

Resolution: This is a non-unifiable pair in terms of unification rule adopted by the IRG. KP1-510B 

should be submitted to the IRG as a new character. 

 

水 4 

 

FA90 

Resolution: This is a non-unifiable pair in terms of unification rule adopted by the IRG. KP1-441D 

should be submitted to the IRG as a new character. 

 

 
 

Compatibility character as in the original proposal: 1 

FADF != U+233D5 

WG2N2566 indicates that KP1-4B26 may be a candidate as a new character, but the IRG experts 

confirmed that they should be unified. The IRG is asked to add this example to the standing 

document on unification examples.. 

 



     
 




